
GT MERCH
Phygital products with Augmented Reality

Marketing and Sales Strategy 



Product Idea
The idea of GT Merch is to create phygital products
such as picture frames and albums using Augmented
Reality for gifting. These products combine the
traditional physical aspect of gift-giving with the
modern technology of augmented reality, allowing
customers to create personalized and interactive
gifts for their loved ones.





GT Merch is a platform that makes and
customizes gifts using Augmented Reality

Our products play videos and 3D
animations when you scan on them

Interaction between customers and
products using AR

Product Description









There are not a lot of people currently doing what
we do. GT Merch is in a niche market that
combines the physical and digital worlds, often
referred to as the "phygital" market. 

This market is growing due to the increasing
popularity of technologies such as augmented
reality and virtual reality, which allow for more
immersive and interactive experiences.

Seller's Market

Type of Market



GT Merch's market is individuals who are
looking for unique and personalized gifts for
special occasions such as birthdays, weddings,
anniversaries, graduations, and more. These
people make orders of our products 

We also provide our services to photo studios
and printing/publishing centers that want to
add an immersive experience to their
products. These people simply buy our
licenceor subscribe to our subscription plans 

B2C

B2B

Target Market



NIGERIA

 Market
Where we currently operate in

RUSSIA





Channel (media) strategy.
Given that the product is geared towards gifting,  our
best channels are social media platforms such as:

Others include:

Instagram
Facebook
Whatsapp
Vkontakte

Influencers - bloggers/vloggers
Google ads and SEO



Sales Funnel
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social media marketing
influencer marketing
content marketing

email newsletters
webinars or virtual events
live demos

Discounts or limited-time offers 
Testimonials on the website
Clear product descriptions 

Streamlined and easy-to-use e-commerce platform
Clear and simple checkout process
Upsell and cross-sell opportunities

        to increase the customer's order value



Customer Journey Map





How to control and measure success

Sales and Revenue - through the
company's CRM system
Customer engagement - this can be
measured through social media and email
marketing campaigns.
Customer satisfaction - This can be done
through customer surveys and feedback
forms. 

Measurement



GT Merch offers a free trial or demo of our augmented reality
picture frames and albums to potential customers. By allowing
them to try the product firsthand, they can see how it works and
how it can benefit them. 

Additionally, GT Merch showcases social proof in the form of
customer reviews or case studies to demonstrate the value of
products. 

Following up with personalized emails or phone calls can also help
build relationships with potential customers and close deals. 
By implementing these strategies, GT Merch can effectively close
deals and grow our business.

Real case evidence: 

How to close deals



THANK YOU


